Rules and conditions of use of the Fesedit service supplied by Easy
Innova S.L.

These are the rules and conditions of use of the service Fesedit (a carpooling service) supplied by EASY
INNOVA
SL,
with
VAT
number
B17807074,
and
contact
address
easy@udg.edu or +34 972418854.
The user of the service must accept these rules and conditions when registering. This document contains his/her
rights and obligations, as well as the responsibilities and functions of EASY INNOVA.
Any claim, cause of action or dispute that may arise out of or relating to the application or interpretation of these
rules and conditions of use will be resolved exclusively in the courts of the city of Girona (Spain), waiving any
other jurisdiction.
General rights and obligations of the user
The user must use the resources and the information to which he/she will have access correctly, and devote
them solely to the provision or reception of the service. The user authorizes the use of his/her data for the
purposes of the terms indicated below. The user will notify any incidence related to software or the operation of
the carpooling system to EASY INNOVA.
Registration confers the condition of user with no temporal limit. Both the user and EASY INNOVA may terminate
their relationship at any time, prior communication to the other party. EASY INNOVA can cancel the registration
of a user in case of breaching these rules and conditions of use. EASY INNOVA reserves the right to stop
providing the service notifying it to the user with enough anticipation to not create him/her any prejudice.
The user agrees to use the valuation system objectively and to notify EASY INNOVA any incidence related to
software or to the operation of the carpooling system.
The “Dits” and “Fets” system of the “fesedit” service intends to contribute to partially cover the costs of the
drivers, not to remunerate them financially.
Users agree to use the “fesedit” service for non-professional uses and to act always under their full and sole
responsibility. Users who act as drivers commit to hire an insurance service for their vehicle in accordance with
current legislation.
Users that act as drivers agree to drive without putting passengers into road safety risks, and to not consume
any alcoholic drink that affects them when driving.

Treatment of data
EASY INNOVA agrees to treat personal data of users, such as geo-location, solely for the objectives of the
service. Data of users will be incorporated into the file “Usuarios e-Hitchhiking”, which has been created by
EASY INNOVA to organise and manage carpooling services. By reading and accepting this document, the users
have information about the treatment of his/her data and give consent to carry out this treatment. They also
admit that the operation of the system require that users know some data – only those essential - of other users
as well as of the collaborating establishments, in order to get the services offered. The user authorises this
treatment and claims to be informed that he/she has the possibility of accessing and modifying his/her data, and
reject its treatment or cancel them by contacting EASY INNOVA by any mean. The user claims that the data
he/she supplies are correct, exact and current, and agrees to update them when necessary.

